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Changes in the global transportation landscape have
engendered modern organisational objectives of improving
revenue by working with just-in-case inventories, achieving
minimal carbon footprint, increasing global presence and
enhancing logistics efficiency. In light of these developments,
IJET envisages innovation and improvements in applications
of information and communication technology (ICT), RFID
technology, global positioning systems (GPS), electronic
road pricing (ERP) and barcode technologies in the logistics
and transport sector, thereby improving supply chain
efficiency by reducing carbon footprint, inventories and
costs.
Topics covered include:
• Electronic post/express services
• Theoretical surveys/case studies
• Decision models/support systems,
innovative game models
• Innovation in technologies, XML/SCML
technology issues
• Identifying vulnerabilities/mitigating risk
• Mergers/acquisitions dynamics, global
oil/financial crises impact
• Green computing, cloud computing,
virtualisation
• E-freight forwarding, electronic port
management
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• E-sourcing/outsourcing policies,
supply chain
• Warehousing, sky storage, just-in-case
inventory, inventory models
• Governance issues, compliance,
regulatory/customs issues
• Ship/rail/road/flight scheduling/routing,
multi-modal transportation
• Supply chain metrics, capability tools,
analyst results
• Vehicle communication systems
• Trends, new e-logistics/transport practices
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